
What we do

The Duke Energy One 3D Metrology Services team uses the most cutting-edge technology to provide 
comprehensive, as-built, 3D renderings of locations, components and surfaces to a wide range of 
customers. This technology saves time on the front end as a part of design and planning while saving 
time on the back end by limiting rework – helping you save money.

Benefits

Advanced technology gives customer  
better visibility into project scope

Fast turnaround

Highly experienced team

Ultra high precision measurement  
(up to 0.0005”)

Real-time digital positioning

Reduces clash or fit issues

Reduces rework and expensive change orders

Let us help you save time and money.

3D Metrology
Services

How 3D measurement helps improve efficiency and your bottom line

We use accurate 3D laser scanning hardware, collecting data that is then processed and modeled 
using compatible software for a variety of deliverables, such as building information modeling (BIM), 
quality control, clash-detection, precision alignment, 4D scheduling and virtual coordination.

Total station measurements to help guide  
large components into position.
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Duke Energy One is not the same company as Duke Energy Carolinas (“DEC”), and Duke Energy One has separate management; Duke Energy One is not regulated by the North Carolina 
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Contact us today! Visit us at duke-energy.com/MetrologyServices or send an email to metrologyservices@duke-energy.com

Why work with us?

Our competitively-priced services 

help you save time and money.  

A win-win! We have the experience 

to help companies who are seeking 

efficiency while conducting time-

critical or size-critical work.

“During the capital project in support of fuel cask loading at Oconee  
Nuclear Station, an underwater laser-scanning tool was used.  
The Duke Energy One Metrology team scanned the fuel areas and saved 
a tremendous amount of O&M dollars. We’ve had nothing but positive 
experiences with the Metrology team. I would be happy to serve as a 
reference to discuss the excellent services they have provided to our  
Nuclear team.”

 – Mike Classe, Fleet Engineering Support Director, Duke Energy

3D laser tracker alignment project to support a large component replacement.
Measuring large pump’s actual,  

as-built dimensions.


